One of the most trusted compliance suites in the market, LexisNexis® Bridger Insight® XG is specifically designed to help healthcare organizations comply with state, federal and global regulations, conduct due diligence and reduce anti-bribery fraud risks more efficiently and cost-effectively—all through a single platform.
Managing risk is the key
Healthcare is one of the most regulated industries in the United States. Knowing your existing and prospective healthcare customers and partners is critical for compliance. The healthcare industry has heightened exposure to bribery and corruption risk and has had its fair share of enforcement actions. A comprehensive compliance and fraud management program is crucial to avoiding civil and criminal enforcements against corporate executives, Civil Monetary Penalties for using federal funds for excluded providers, a tarnished corporate image and losing patient and investor confidence. A strong defense can protect your bottom line and support your regulatory responsibilities.

We’ve made it easy to detect corruption and bribery risk
Our industry-leading enhanced due diligence tools deliver the powerful combination of proven filtering software and unmatched screening data coverage. Bridger Insight XG helps organizations conduct due diligence and comply with jurisdiction-specific laws and regulations including the State Medicaid Exclusions, USA Patriot Act, Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and UK Bribery Act. A single integration-ready platform provides flexibility through a simplified workflow for your operations and information technology teams.

Expansive coverage delivers greater insight
Bridger Insight XG puts a wealth of U.S. and international risk profiles at your fingertips. With a single transaction request, research individuals or businesses to comply with government regulations. Leverage LexisNexis best-in-class matching technology to gain insight and minimize manual reviews.

Protect your reputation and your bottom line
Meeting regulatory requirements can be cumbersome, but failing to comply can be costly impacting both your brand value and your bottom line. Bridger Insight XG can help you:

• Speed the resolution of critical compliance requirements
• Leverage seamless access to State Medicaid Exclusions
• Comply with compliance regulations like FCPA, OFAC or USA Patriot Act and screen against LEIE and SAM lists
• Reduce manual reviews due to false positives
• Fight financial crime including money laundering and terrorist financing
• Maximize audit efficiency with advanced reporting capabilities
• Support high-volume batch processing and flexibility to search transactions
• Rapidly deploy new screening lists with comprehensive custom list management features

Quick setup, system integration and low maintenance
Bridger Insight XG tools run on LexisNexis servers eliminating product installation or system maintenance. The Integration Tool Kit allows Search API integration and Automated Batch functionality to be easily integrated into already installed systems. Additionally, Bridger Insight XG comes with comprehensive training and exceptional customer service.
User-friendly and amazingly deductive
Day-to-day use is simple and straightforward. Bridger Insight XG employs an innovative fuzzy-logic matching algorithm that can help you achieve extremely low false positive rates, freeing up your time to focus on mission-critical activities. In fact, an internal test resulted in a false positive rate of less than one percent1 against some of the watchlists.

How can Bridger Insight XG benefit you?

Automate compliance workflow
Bridger Insight XG delivers an easy-to-use interface that makes workflow management easy. Meet compliance requirements more cost effectively with a seamless, integrated process across multiple departments.

Make faster decisions with actionable information
Multiple results are returned in an easy-to-read format and feature a configurable risk score that is mapped to a color-coded “risk meter.” By analyzing management reports, you can help realize significant savings by more efficiently managing false positives. In addition, the archiving capabilities and audit reports can help support regulatory examinations.

Bridger Insight XG is trusted by various businesses in the healthcare industry, including but not limited to:

- Hospitals and medical institutions
- Healthcare payers
- Pharmaceutical companies
- Medical device manufacturers
- Life insurance companies
- Non-profit healthcare corporations

Industry-leading screening coverage, technology and analytics can help you:

- Fortify compliance activities and protect against risk
- Reduce false positives and minimize manual reviews
- Reach new markets and maximize U.S. and global market opportunities

Upgrade Bridger Insight XG with enhanced due diligence and watchlist tools:

WorldCompliance™ database provides access to millions of entities in dozens of risk categories across 240 countries and territories.

Identity Verification and Fraud Solutions assist with verification of individuals and businesses for an extra layer of risk investigation.

AML Insight provides advanced due diligence with access to hundreds of searches like Find A Person and LexisNexis® SmartLinx® research that can help organizations determine whether individuals and businesses are who they claim to be.
Bridger Insight XG combines expanded global data coverage with the agility to support an efficient case management workflow to track and record matches for further due diligence. Reach more customers, protect against compliance impacts and increase revenue with Bridger Insight XG.

For more information, call 866.396.7703 or visit risk.lexisnexis.com/products/bridger-insight-xg-for-healthcare